Careers adviser Laura-Jane
Silverman speaking at FuelRCA's
‘Do the Right Thing’ employability
seminar, November 2012

Sculpture MA student Emily Price’s
winning work ‘Cheese Rolling’ at
Cowley Manor, The Coutts Cowley
Manor Arts Award 2013

FuelRCA

‘FuelRCA know
their market,
their value
proposition
is clear and
their delivery
is highly
regarded.’
–
Plymouth University
delegate
IEEC 2013
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FuelRCA is the Royal College of Art
professional development service.
It helps students prepare for life after
graduation, and supports alumni
as they set up their own practices
and gain employment in the creative
industries. FuelRCA complements
the discipline-specific support given
by RCA Schools and programmes,
and incorporates the latest thinking
on enterprise, employability and
entrepreneurship education.
Thirty-four talks, workshops
and clinics were held, attended by
54 per cent of students and increasing
numbers of recent graduates. Many
events were streamed live and archived
on the FuelRCA website, which was used
by 49 per cent of students.
An Employers’ Forum was
launched, where alumni holding senior
roles in business and commerce helped
current students understand the skills
and attitudes they need to gain
employment, and explored how companies
might make more of their talents. This
was followed by a memorable seminar
on the hidden job market with renowned
career coach John Lees.

Corporate Partnerships

Eight groups of alumni completed
the first PwC-RCA mentoring programme
for creative start-ups. They had each
received 18 months’ coaching from
business consultants at PwC, giving them
the confidence to combine business
rigour with creative thinking.
Top lawyers from Stephenson
Harwood continued to provide generous
pro bono advice on patents and other
intellectual property rights, while Henry
Lydiate gave a fascinating lecture on fine
art copyright and how to engage with the
art market.
An annual Christmas Workshop
was added to FuelRCA’s mentoring
partnership with the Royal Society for the
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures
and Commerce (RSA) Faculty of Royal
Designers for Industry (RDIs). Hosted
by ceramicist Robin Levien RDI, the
workshop helped 15 alumni reflect on
the career decisions they were facing six
months after graduation.
fuel.rca.ac.uk

RCA Corporate Partners is a network of
23 members in 2012/13, with members
joining from a wide array of industries
ranging from transportation, digital
media, technology, fashion, hospitality,
local authority, retail, fast-moving
consumer goods, and food and drinks.
Innovative partnerships with
industry sit at the core of students’
curriculum and have a significant
impact on teaching, learning and
research at the College. These bespoke
creative collaborations give external
organisations the opportunity to connect
with the College and its students,
and gain innovative design solutions
along with bespoke branding and
communication opportunities.
In total, over 20 creative
collaborations took place during the
academic year. Highlights included:
a competition sponsored by Drayson
Racing Technologies, for Vehicle Design
students to design a concept for the
electric Drayson Racing car that will
run in the new ground-breaking global

Formula E Racing series in London
in 2014; Sculpture students created
an unique and inspiring site-specific
outdoor exhibition for Cowley Manor’s
beautiful 55-acre park land; Fashion
and Textiles students were tasked
to produce a capsule range to help
celebrate fashion retailer Monsoon’s
prestigious fortieth anniversary; Brent
Council collaborated with Architecture
students to transform a disused space
close to Wembley Stadium into a public
hub; and SABIC Innovative Plastics
launched the VISiCON competition, for
Textiles and Vehicle Design students to
develop innovative automotive lighting
concepts using the group’s materials.
These valuable collaboration
experiences offer students rare chances
to observe how industry works, and
to put their designs in the context of
everyday life, which in turn help to shape
their own learning and practices.

‘This year we
are celebrating 20
years of collaboration,
a testimony of IFF’s
commitment and
dedication to the
College, and our
enduring desire to
continue to reinforce
those ties between
the creative minds
of brilliant graduating
fashion students, and
IFF’s uniquely creative
perfumers.’
–
Xavier Renard
VP regional general manager
EAME for Fine Fragrance
& Beauty Care (IFF)
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